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Common Singularities
of Commuting Vector Fields on 2-manifolds

by Elon L. Lima1

In this paper, we give the détails of our research announcement [5], We
are concerned with vector fields X, Y, on a 2-manifold M. Thèse are said
to commute if the Lie bracket [X, Y] vanishes identically on M. The final
resuit is that any set of pairwise commuting vector fields on a compact 2-manifold

with non-zero Etjler eharacteristie has a common singularity.
The proof hère presented is, in principle, the same that was sketched in [5],

except for style and the correction of a minor mistake that was pointed out to
us by H. Edwabds. The organization of the proof is such that the results of [4]
are also included, so that this paper is entirely self-contained. We also single
out, in § 2, some lemmas that seem to hâve independent interest.

A finite collection of commuting vector fields on a compact manifold M is

équivalent to a differentiable action of an abelian Lie group on M. The next
best thing to an abelian Lie group is a solvable one. The group of affine
transformations of the real line is the simplest possible solvable Lie group. In an
appendix we show how this group can act without fixed points on a 2-disc,
hence on a 2-sphere. It is not difficult to get fixed point free actions of the affine

group of the line on a compact cylinder and on a torus. We do not know, however
whether or not it may act without fixed points on ail compact 2-manifolds. It
goes without saying that it would be very interesting to hâve theorems on
common fixed points of vector fields for manifolds of higher dimensions.

I am grateful to S. Smale for his manifold interest in this work.

1. Preliminaries

AU manifolds in this paper are connected and may hâve boundary. The
boundary of a compact 2-manifold M is a finite union of disjoint closed curves,
which we call the boundary circles of M. Throughout this paper we use freely
folk theorems on the topology of 2-manifolds. We refer to [1] for explicit
proofs of thèse results.

An action of a topological group G on a space M is a continuous map
&lt;P&apos;GxM~&gt;M such that, for ail g, h* G and xe M, cp(gh, x) &lt;p{g, (p(h, x))

(p(e, x) xy where ec G is the neutral élément. When G is a Lie group
1 Fellow of the Guggenheim Foundation.
i work has been partially supported by the National Science Foundation under Contract

GP-1904.
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98 Eix&gt;n L. Lima

and M is a differentiable manifold one has also the notion of a differentiable
action. A flow is an action | : jB x M-+M of the additive group of the reals. To
give a differentiable flow on a compact manifold M is équivalent to give a

differentiable vector field on M (with the additional condition that, if M has a

boundary, the field nmst be tangent to it). We shall tacitly assume this condition,

whenever we refer to vector fields.
Let IbeaC1 vector field on a compact manifold M and let £ : Rx M-+M

be the corresponding flow. Given xe M, one has X(x) 0(x is a singularity
of X) if, and only if, Ç(s, x) x for ail s eR, that is, # is a fixed point of the
flow f. Let Y be another vector field on M, generating a flow rj. The condition
that the Lie bracket [X, Y] be identically zéro means that Ç(s, rj(tr x))

r}{t, £(s9 x)) for ail s, t eR and ail x eM. Then we say that the flows

|, rj commute and this is why X and Y are said to commute when [X, Y] 0.
The pair X, Y générâtes, then, an action cp : R2 x M -&gt; M of the additive
group of the plane on M, defined by &lt;p(r, x) f(s, rj(t, x)) r)(t, f(s, x))
for x eM and r (s, t) cfi2. A point x eM is fixed under &lt;p if, and only if,
it is a common singularity of the commuting vector fields X and Y, that is,

X (x) Y(x) 0. Similarly, any finite number of commuting vector fields

Xl9 Xn on a compact manifold M generate an action cp : Rn x M-&gt;M.

Our main resuit is :

Theorem A. Every {continuons) action of the additive group Rn on a compact
2-manifold M, with x (M) ^ 0, has a fixed point.

Above, x (M) dénotes the Euler characteristic of M. As a conséquence :

Theorem B. Let Xx, Xn be pairwise commuting vector fields of class C1

on a compact 2-manifold M, with x (M) ^ 0. There exists a point x eM such

that X1(x) Xn(x) 0.
It was remarked to me by R. Ellis that the above resuit may be extended

to an arbitrary collection {Xa} of commuting vector fields on a compact
2-manifold M&gt; with x^M) ¥1^- In fact, for every finite non-empty subset

A {ocx, otn} of the indices a, let F (A) be the set of common singularities
of the vector fields X~ Xan. By Theorem B, each F (A) is a closed non-

empty subset of M. Clearly F{AX) ^ ^ F{Ak) F(At ^ ^ Ak) ^ 0,
so the family {F(A)} has the finite intersection property. Since M is compact,
it follows that F (1 F (A) is non-empty. But each point x eF is a common

singularity of ail the vector fields Xa. Evidently, the same method shows the

existence of a fixed point for any action q?: G X M -&gt; M ofa topological
abelian group G which is generated by subgroups isomorphic to EucLiDean

spaces Rn.

We conclude this introduction with a few définitions.
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Given an action cp : G x M ~&gt; M of the topological group G on the space M,
the orbit of a point x eM is the set cp(G x x) {&lt;p(g, x) eM ; geG}.

The isotropy group of a point x eM is the set Gx {g € G ; (p(g, x) x}.
It is elearly a elosed subgroup of G and the map g -&gt; &lt;p (g, x) induces, by passage
to the quotient, a 1-1 continuous map of the homogeneous space GjGx onto
the orbit of x. When q? is a flow, the isotropy group of a point may be {0}, a
discrète group {0, ± t0, ± 22O, ; £0 &gt; 0} or the whole real line. In the first
case, x has a non-compact orbit; in the second case, the orbit of a; is a simple
elosed curve, and we say it is a periodic orbit, of period t0, and in the third case

# is a fîxed point. A set X c M is said to be invariant under &lt;p if &lt;p(g, x) e X
for every g eG and every x eX. A minimal set under cp is an invariant, non-
empty, elosed subset X c M which contains no proper subset with thèse 3

properties. Les f : JR X M -&gt; M bea flow and x a point of M. The œ-limit set

of x is the set of ail points y c M which can be written as y lim | (tn, x)
n

with tn -&gt; + oo. The co-limit set of every point is a elosed, invariant, subset
of M and, if M is compact, it is also non-empty (and connected). The orbit of x
under the flow | is said to be récurrent if it is not compact and is contained in the
w-limit set of x. Any orbit in a minimal set of a flow is either the whole set or is
récurrent. When the group G is abelian, then every point in the same orbit has
the same isotropy group. Also, if /li is a minimal set relative to the action of an
abelian group G, every point x eju has the same isotropy group.

Finally, we use the terminology &apos;(p-mva&gt;na,nt\ &apos;f-orbit&apos;, ((p&apos;Ynimmal\ etc., as
obvious abbreviations, whenever there are more than one action in the
argument.

2. Some lemmas

In this section, we gather together a few gênerai facts, for use in the proof
of our main theorem. Some of them are well known, some are new, but ail
hâve a certain independent interest.

Lemma 1. Let q&gt;: G x M -&gt; M be a continuous action of a simply-connected
topological group G on the space M. Let p : (Jf*, x*) -&gt; (M, xQ) be any covering
space of M. There exists a unique continuous action 95* : G X ifcf* -&gt; Jf* that
covers (p, in the sensé that the diagram below is commutative:

GxM* ?l_^Jf*
I id X p \p

GxM ± »M
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Prooî: Let the subscript # dénote the induced homomorphism on the
fondamental group. Write / ç&gt;0 (id X p). The simple connectivity of G

implies that the image of /# : n^G X Jf*) -&gt; nx(M) equals the image of
p# : n^M*) -&gt; nx(M). So, by eovering space theory, there exists a unique map
&lt;p* : G X -Sf* -&gt; Jkf*, making the above diagram commutative and such that
ç&gt;* (e, x*) #*, e neutral élément of G. Now we show that 9?* is an
action. First 99*(e, x*) #* for ail #* cJf*, because both maps a : #*-?
-&gt;ç&gt;* (e, #*) and /?:#*-&gt;#* cover the identity map of M and oc(x*) x%.

Second, 9?* (g, &lt;p* (h, x*)) &lt;p* (gh, x*) for ail gr, h e G and x* eM*, because

bothmaps X,ju:G X G X itf*-&gt;Jf*, definedby A(gr,A,a;*) ç?*(g,ç?*(A, a;*))
and [x(g, h, x*) (p*(gh, x*) cover the map v.GxGxM-^M, given by
*&gt;(£, A, #) ç?(gr, ç?(A, a:)) &lt;p(gh, x), and A(e, e, a£) //(e, e, x*) x*.

Remark: Given x* cM*, and a; pix*), then a; is a fixed point of 9?

if, and only if, a;* is a fixed point of 99*.

The conséquence of the preceding lemma is that, for our purposes, ail mani-
folds may be taken to be orientable. In fact, if 9? : G X M -&gt; M is an action
on a non-orientable manifold M, let p: M*-** M be its orientable &apos;double

covering.&apos; Lift 9? to an action of G on M*. (In our case, the group G is a vector
space, so it is always simply-conneeted.) Jf* is compact if M is, and #(-M*)

2-x(M), so #(Jf*) 7^ 0 if #(Jif) # 0. Of course, the réduction to M
orientable is not really essential but simplifies the considération of cases. This

orientability shall be assumed in the proof of the main theorem, but not in its
statement, nor in any of the foliowing lemmas.

Lemma 2. Let y : G X M-&gt; M be a continous action of a topological group
G on a space M. Every compact invariant subset X a M contains a minimal set.

Prooî: Zobn.

Let | : R X M -&gt; M bea flow on a 2-manifold M, and let y eM. A local

cross-section of £ at y is a subset S of M, homeomorphic to a compact interval
[— a, + a], containing y, and such that for some € &gt; 0, the map [— €, + €]

X S-&gt; M, given by (t, x) -&gt; |(£, a?) is a homeomorphism onto the closure of

an open set containing y. The image of this homeomorphism is called a rectan-

gular neighborhood oîy (relative to the flow £). The point y is an end point of S

if, and only if, y is in the boundary of the manifold M.
Lemma 3. Let | : R X M-&gt; M be a flow on a 2-manifold M and let y eM

be a point whose isotropy group is discrète. There exists a local cross-section of £

at y (so y has a rectangular neighborhood).

Proof: For a differentiable flow f, the cross-section S may be taken as any
small transversal segment to the vector field of f (see [2], page 392). For an
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arbitrary flow, the existence of 8 was established by H. Whitney (see [8], pages
270 and 260).

Lemma 4. Every flow £ : R x M -&gt; M on a polyhedron M, with Exiler
characteristic %{M) ^ 0, has a fixed point.

Prooî: This is a conséquence of the Lefschetz fixed point theorem, ac-
cording to which every continuous map / : M -&gt; M, homotopic to the identity,
has a fixed point. For n 1, 2, 3, let fn : M-&gt; M be defined by
fn(x) £(l/2n, x). The set Fn ofail fixed points of fn is compact, non-empty,
and jFj 3 F2 3 Then F n Fn ^ 0. Clearly i^ is the set of fixed
points of the flow £.

We say that a minimal set of a flow is non-trivial is it is not (homeomorphic
to) a point, a circle or a torus. Denjoy [3] gave an example of a flow of class C1

on the torus, with a non-trivial minimal set. A modification of this example
gives non-trivial minimal sets on any 2-manifold of higher genus [6]. According
to a theorem of A. Schwartz [7] and A. Denjoy [3], a flow of class C2 on a
2-manifold does not admit non-trivial minimal sets. For flows that are merely
continuous the best resuit about non-trivial minimal sets is the lemma below,
which was communicated to me by M. Peixoto. It is a generalization of the
classical Poincaré-Bendixson theorem :

Lemma 5. A flow £ : R x M-&gt; M on a manifold M of finite genus g has
at most 2 g — 1 distinct non-trivial minimal sets.

Prooî : Observe that &apos;distinct&apos; and &apos;disjoint two by two&apos; are synonimous for
minimal sets. We may assume that M is orientable because its double covering
M* would hâve the same genus, and f* on M* would admit at least as many
non-trivial minimal sets as £.
The proof goes by induction
on the genus g. A preliminary
remark: the curves in the
boundary of M are submani-
folds (with the induced topo-
logy) and are orbits of f,
except when | has a fixed
point in one ofthem, so every
non-trivial minimal set jjl lies
m the interior of M. Now Figure 1.

consider g 0. Then we
may assume M c R2, and Lemma 5 is the classical Poincaré-Bendixson
theorem: assuming ju c M to be a non-trivial minimal set, we choose

Q
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and take a rectangular neighborhood Q around x. The orbit of x must return
to this neighborhood and then it gets trapped in the planar région bounded
by the Jobdan curve a a1 b&apos; a. The co-limit set of x would be a proper
invariant closed subset of [jl a contradiction.

Assume now that g &gt; 0 and that the lemma has been proved for ail surfaces
of genus &lt; g. Given a flow £ : R X Jf-&gt; Jf on a surface of genus g, suppose,

by contradiction, that fa, jji2g

are 2 g distinct non-trivial minimal
sets of £ in M. Let Q be a rectangular

neighborhood ofa point X€jU2g

(refer to Figure 1 Choose Q so small
that it does not intersect the remain-
ing minimal sets fiiy i ^ 2 g — 1,
and Q r, dM 0
Consider the following homeomor-
phism h:Q-&gt;Q. It is the identity

Figure 2. on ail sides of Q but the vertical
right side, where h is linear and

h (a&apos;) b1. In the interior of Q, h is defined by mapping linearly each
horizontal segment y y&apos; onto the segment yh (y1).

We define a new flow f : R X M-&gt; M by requiring that, outside Q, the
orbits of f &apos;

are the same as those of f, and traversed in the same way. Inside
Q, the orbits of |, are the images by h of the £-orbits. (It would be rather
tedious but not hard to describe f &apos;

formally.) Under the new flow f &apos;, the point
a has a closed orbit y. Observe also that fa, /z2g-i are still minimal sets of f &apos;.

The curve y cannot separate M : if this happened, the closed curve aa&apos; b&apos; a,
of Fig. 1, would also separate M and, arguing with £, this would lead to a

contradiction, just as in the case of genus zéro. Therefore, by cutting M along

y, we obtain one manifold of genus g — 1, on which the flow f &apos; is defined and

admits at least the non-trivial minimal sets fa, ^g-i&gt; a contradiction,
since 2g — l &gt; 2(g — 1) — 1. This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.

Remark: It was actually proved above that, in a manifold of genus g, there

are at most 2g — 1 récurrent orbits with pairwise disjoint closures. (In
particular, there are no récurrent orbits in a manifold of genus zéro.) Notice
that this resuit gives information also in the differentiable case, since récurrent
orbits exist even for C00 actions.

Lemma 6. Let | : R x M -&gt; M be a flow on a 2-manifold M. Suppose that

x eM is such that x lim xn where each xn has a closed orbit ju,n, of period

tn. Then:



y
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(a) // the genus of M is flnite, the orbit of x cannot be récurrent:

(b) // x has a closed orbit fx, of period t0, one must hâve lim tn a • to(a 1 or
2, according to whether /n is two-sided or one-sided in M), and \i {y çM;
y lim yn, yn€ jun, n 1,2,3...}.

Proof: To prove (a) let Q be a rectangular neighborhood of x. Clearly no
boundary point of M may hâve a récurrent orbit, so we may assume that Q is

disjoint from the boundary

of M. Consider first
the spécial case in which,
for infinitely many values

of n there exists an

open set An c M whose

point set boundary dAn
satisfies the condition
dAnr,Q c/in^Q. (For
instance, if jun séparâtes
M this situation occurs.
This is actually the only
case we use in the proof Figure 3.

of the main theorem.)
Suppose then that the above condition holds and that, by contradiction, the
orbit of x is récurrent. There exists a value tQ sufficiently large such that the
orbit of x crosses Q at least 3 times for 0 ^ t ^ tQ. The orbits of ail points
sufficiently near x will hâve exactly the same property. So, we may choose

/un and the corresponding open set
An, with Si^Qc^nÇ, such
that jbtn crosses Q at least 3 times.
The segments of jbtn ^ Q are precisely
the intersections of Q with dAn.
Since there are at least 3 segments
as thèse, there must be two consécutive

ones such that Q enters An
at one of them and leaves An at
the other. Such thing, however,

cannot happen because those segments are equally oriented in Q and jun, on
the other hand, has its own orientation (see Figure 4).

The gênerai case of (a) reduces to the first one as follows: suppose that only
finitely many of the (j,n satisfy our spécial condition with respect to Q. Neglec-

them, we may assume that no jun satisfies that condition. Then {ix does not

Figure 4.
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separate M so, cutting M along fil9 we obtain a surface Mt, of smaller genus
than M, and the resuit is proved by induction on the genus g. (For g 0, it
is true because there are no récurrent orbits then.)

To prove (b), let e &gt; 0 be given. We try to find n^ such that \tn — to\&lt;e

for ail n &gt; n0. Take a rectangular neighborhood Q of x, such that fi ^ Q is a

segment and it takes a time &lt; e for any point to go from one end of Q to the
other by the flow £. Take also a tubular neighborhood F of the closed orbit ju,
not wider than Q. Choose n0 so large that, for n &gt; n0, xn is close enough to x,
so that £(£, #n) eF for 0 &lt; t &lt; 2£0, that the orbit of xn hits Q for the fîrst
time at t t&apos;, where \t&apos; — tQ\ &lt;c/2, and for the second time at t i&apos;,

with | t&quot; —10 | &lt;e/2 also. Consider initially the case where ju is 2-sided, so F
is a cylinder. Clearly £(£&apos;, xn) must lie on the same horizontal segment of Q

as xn, since one of the semi-orbits of xn is trapped to remain forever in F and if
the contrary were true, fin would never close. Therefore, it takes no more time
than e/2 for f (tf, xn) toreach xn for the first time, so t&apos; &lt; tn &lt; t&apos; + g/2 and
Mn — ^o I &lt; e - Now suppose that fx is one-sided, so F is a Moebitjs band whose

equator is ju. Then Ç(t, xn) returns to Q for the first time at a point on the
other side of fi (relatively to xn in Q) but, on the second return, it must close,
under penalty of remaining forever open. Therefore, lim tn 2t0 in this case.
To conclude the proof we first observe that the inclusion fi c {y eM\
y limyn, yn€jun, n 1, 2, .} is obvious. Conversely, let y limyn,
yn€/un. Then yn £(sn, xn), where 0&lt;sn&lt;£n, so the séquence {sn} is

bounded. Passing to a convergent subsequence, we may write sn ~&gt; s. Then

y lim £(sn, xn) Ç(s, x)€jli.
For the next lemma, we consider the following situation : M is a 2-manifold

and F is a boundary circle of M ; {ju^} is a family of disjoint simple closed curves
in M, none of them touching the boundary of M. We assume that for each a

there exists a compact cylinder Ca c M, whose boundary circles are F and

[ia. For convenience, we let F c Ca, but Oa ^ //a 0 so that each Ca

isopeninJf. The point set boundary of Ca inil^fis //a and we write dCa=^
to dénote this. Finally, Ca Ca^ /ua is the closure of Oa in M.

Lemma 7. With the above notations :

(a) The family {Ca} is linearly ordered by inclusion, unless M is a dise with

boundary F;
(b) The union of any given linearly ordered subfamily of {C^} is a cylinder C,

open in M, containing F, that may be written as G U Cn, Cx c C2 c •

where, for each n 1, 2,. Cn Ca for some a;

(c) // the point set boundary of C in M is a simple closed curve \x then, either
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the closure C is a compact cylinder with boundary circles Fand fx, or else C M
Moebius band.

Prooî: (a) Let Ca ^ Cp be chosen arbitrarily. Assume that M is not a dise.

Dénote by h : 81 X [0, 1] -&gt; Ca a homeomorphism, with S1 unit circle and

h(S1 X 0) F. Let x h(z, t) be a point in Ôa * Cp with f € [0, 1] great-
est possible. Since Ca ^ 0^ is open, a; must belong to /za, or to //p, but not to
both. To fix ideas, say x c jup but x i /^a. Then xe ftp rs Ca. The connected set

/^, then, meets Oa but is disjoint to ^a dCa, so /^ c Oa. Observe that
/zg cannot bound a dise D in (7a since this would imply Cp ^ D to be a dise in
M, with boundary circle equal to F. The dise Cp ^ D would then be open and
closed in M, so M Cp^&gt; D dise, contrary to the assumption. Therefore

Ca—fip X ^ Y, the disjoint union of 2 connected components, with
r c X, /ua c Y and dX dY [ip. The connected set Cp intersects X
along F but does not meet dX jupf so Cp c X c Ca. If we had assumed

xe/j,a, the conclusion would be that Ca &lt;z Cp. This proves statement (a).
To prove (b), change notation and write the given subfamily still as {Ca}.

By Lindelof&apos;s theorem, there exists a séquence Cai, CŒn, such that
UCttn= UCa. Let Cn Cai U UC«n. Since the ojs are linearly
ordered by inclusion, each Cn Ca for some a. Clearly Cx c C2 c and
U Cn U Ca C. If C Cn for some n, then clearly G is a cylinder, open
in M. Otherwise, Cn c C^+x for infinitely many values of n, so we may as

well assume that this happens for every n. Each Cn+1 — Cn is a closed cylinder.
Consider the standard cylinder K {(x, y, z) ci?3; x2 -\- y2 l, z ^ 0}.
Let iTn {(a;, y, z)eK; z&lt;n}, so if U Kn,Kn c ,K&apos;W+1. For each n, let
kn&apos;-Kn — Kn_x -&gt;Cn — Cn_x be a homeomorphism such that kn (Kn_1—^n_x)

Cn_1 — Cn-X. For convenience, let Ko Co 0 Now we define a
homeomorphism h: K-+ C, thus showing that (7 is a cylinder. We start by
letting h\Kt kx and proceed by induction. Supposing h : Kn ^ Cn defined,
extend it to Kn+1 — Kn by putting h(x,y,n + z) Jcn+ilKlih(x&gt; V&gt;n) +
+ (0, 0, z)], 0 ^ z &lt; 1. This définition fits with the previous one and
h: K &amp; C is constructed.

Knally, we prove (c). Observe that, C being open inilf, 0 C ^ dC
C ^ /^ 3 F rs fi9 so /* has no points in common with JT. Suppose first that

there exists a dollar&apos; A S1 X [0, 1] in ikf, with /a, S1 X {0}. Write
4 /S1 x (0, 1). A collar always exists when ju, touches the boundary M, or

[i is 2-sided in M. In the first case, any collar meets C and, in the second

e, there are collars in both sides of fi, but we shall always choose A in the
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side such that 4aC^0. Since A is connectée! and disjoint from ju, it
follows that A c C. Clearly we may choose A so narrow that Ax S1 x
X (0, 1] c C, so that v S1 X {1} is a closed curve in 0, disjoint from F.
There are 2 a priori possibilités. The first one is that v bounds a dise in C.
This ean&apos;t really happen: take the one-point compactification of C It is a

dise C C ^ co, containing the dise Ax Ax ^ m, which is also the one-

point compactification of Ax. Thèse dises hâve in common the interior point
co, so dAx v cannot bound in C — co. We are left with the second possi-

bility: v does not bôund in C. Then v and F, together, bound a compact

cylinder B, such that A ^ B v. Any séquence of points of C, tending to a

point in ju C — C, must eventually get inside A, so C A ^ B and

therefore C is a compact cylinder, bordered by jn and F. Next, suppose that
/a is one-sided in M. Then \x does not touch the boundary of M. Take a tubular

neighborhood V oîfj,, V ^ d M 0 Then F is a Moebius band, with boundary v.

F —/bt is connected, meets C but not /u dC, so F c C Then C C ^ fi
is open and closed in M, so C M is a 2-manifold with boundary F and,

cutting Jlf along ju, one obtains a 2-manifold M&apos; with two boundary circles

jli, F, such that omitting the circle ju from Jf; one obtains the cylinder C.

Hence M1 is a compact cylinder and M is a Moebius band. This finishes the

proof of Lemma 7.

§ 4. Proof o! Theorem A

We use induction on n. For n 1, the theorem is contained in Lemma 4.

Let n &gt; 1 and suppose that it has been proved for actions of Rn~1. Consider

a continuous action y: Rn X M -&gt; M. Our first task is to establish the follo-

wing two auxiliary results :

Sublemma I. Let 37T be the collection of ail (p-minimal sets in M. Either &lt;p

has a fixed point or else J/C is uncountable, and ail but a finite number of its
éléments are circles (1-dimensional closed orbits of y)

Proof: For every hyperplane Z c Rn (through the origin), let &lt;p\Z

dénote the action of Z on M induced by restriction of &lt;p. By the inductive
hypothesis, &lt;p \ Z has at least one fixed point z in M. For each fixed point
z €M of the action çp | Z, let K(z) dénote the closureof its 99-orbit &lt;p(Rn X z).

AU points in K (z) are left fixed by Z, so the orbit of every one of them is the

same as its orbit under any Une through the origin of Sn, provided that Une is

not contained in Z. K (z) being closed and ç?-invariant, contains at least one
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ç?-minimal set. Let SW(Z) dénote the collection of ail ç?-minimal subsets of M
which are lefb pointwise fixed by Z. Given any 1-dimensional subspace l c Rn

not contained in Z, every ju €^#T(Z) is also a minimal set of the flow q&gt;\l,

induced by restriction of the action q&gt; to the line l. We know that each STCi^L)

is non-empty. Moreover, if Z, W are distinct hyperplanes (through the origin
of Rn) then £#T(Z) ^ tJ/T(W) 0 for if thèse two collections had an élément

fi in common, each point x c ju, would be fixed under Z and under W. Since
Rn is spanned by Z and W, x would be a fixed point of cp, contrary to the as-
sumption. Therefore H/C U £#T(Z), where Z deseribes ail the homogeneous
hyperplanes of Rn, is an uncountable collection. Moreover, !37£ contains ail
^-minimal sets. In fact, given a 99-minimal set fi, the orbit of no point x €fi
may contain an interior point : otherwise, the point set boundary of the orbit
(which is not empty because M is not a torus) would be a proper, closed invariant

subset of the minimal set p. So, the orbit of xep, is 1-dimensional and,
consequently, the isotropy group of x contains a hyperplane Z. So does the
isotropy group of ail other points of jli hence ju e SM (Z). Let lx, ln

dénote the axis of Rn and write !M\ U{^T(Z); Z ^ lt 0}. Every set
H e !J/Tt is minimal under lt. So, by Lemma 5, the sets fx e^/7Ct are ail circles,
except a finite number of them. But clearly ÏJ/F ÏJ7VX ^ ^ 5iïFn, because
a given hyperplane cannot contain ail the axis of Rn. Therefore, ail sets in !J/£
are circles, with a finite number of exceptions. (Notice that if the genus of M
is zéro, there are no exceptions.)

Sublemma IL Either y has a fixed point in M or else we may find a closed

1-dimensional orbit of 9, which is disjoint from the boundary circles of M and
does not bound a cylinder together with any of them.

Proof : Start with a boundary circle F. Consider the collection {Ca} of ail
cylinders which are open in M, contain F as one of their edges and such that the
point set boundary (relative to M) is 9(7a ^a, a closed 1-dimensional orbit
of &lt;p. If M is not a dise, the collection {Ca} is linearly ordered by inclusion
(Lemma 7). If M is a dise, we apply the Hatjsdokff maximal principle and,
changing notation, let {Ca} stand for a maximal linearly ordered subfamily. At

rate, by Lemma 7 again, the union C U Ca is an open cylinder, that
be written as C U Cn, with each Cn Ca for some oc and Cxc:C^c:

Moreover, we may conclude that C is a compact cylinder with edges F and jli
provided we show that its point set boundary is a closed curve /t=9C. In
order to do that we remark first that x e dC if, and only if, x lim xn,
xn£[in BCn,n 1, 2, Clearly dC is «p-invariant and closed. Let
I1 c dC be a ç?-minimal set. The isotropy group of (every point of \i contains a
certain hyperplane Z. Choose a line l through the origin of Rn, which does not
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lie in the isotrophy group of any of the /zn, or of fi either. Let Ç : R x M &lt;-&gt; M
be the flow induced by restriction of &lt;p to the Une l. The eurves /Ltn are orbits of

| and fj, is a minimal set of f. Now we use Lemma 6. By (a), no point of fi may
hâve a récurrent orbit, so fi is actually a circle. By (b), ju dC. The compact
cylinder G is such that its point set boundary (relative to M) ju, is disjoint from
the other boundary eurves of M (since M is not a cylinder) and M — C is a

compact 2-manifold, homeomorphic with M, with /u replacing F as a boundary
circle. M — C is invariant under (p, and no closed 1-dimensional orbit of &lt;p

in M — C may bound a cylinder together with F. Repeat the same construction

with ail the other boundary circles of M. A manifold M1 c: M is ob-

tained, which is homeomorphic with M, invariant under (p and no closed

1-dimensional ç?-orbit in M&apos; may bound a cylinder together with any boundary
circle of M. But % (M1) ^0 so there is a closed 1-dimensional orbit v of y
in M1, obtained by the Sublemma I. Since SIC is infinité, v may be chosen

disjoint from the boundary circles of M&apos;, so v proves Sublemma II.
The proof that ç? : Rn x M -&gt; M has a fixed point will be given by a

second induction, now on the genus g of the manifold M. To start the induction,
we prove this for a manifold ofgenus 0. Consider, in first place, the case M D

wo prove this for a manifold of genus 0. Consider, in first place, the case

M D 2-disc. Assuming that ç&gt; : Rn X D-&gt; D does not hâve a fixed

point leads us to the conclusion of Sublemma II and this is obviously contra-

dictory when M is a dise. Next, take the case M S2 2-sphere. Given
&lt;p:Rn X S2-+S2, choose one of the circles /u, c S2 given by Sublemma I.
There is a dise D c 82, bounded by //. D is invariant under &lt;p. By the pre-
vious case, q? has a fixed point in D, hence in S2. The case of manifolds of genus
zéro is completed by a third induction, this time on the number 6 of its boundary

circles. We hâve established it for 6 0 (sphère) and 6=1 (dise). It is

false for 6 2 (cylinder), when #(ifcf) 0, anyway, so we start this
induction with 6 3. Our manifold M is then a sphère with 3 holes or, as we

prefer to think of it, a dise with 2 inner holes. Sublemma II provides us with
a closed 1-dimensional orbit of ç? which, in this case, has to bound a dise in M.
Such dise is ç&gt;-invariant and thus contains a fixed point. Now suppose that M
has 6 &gt; 3 boundary eurves and again take a closed 1-dimensional &lt;p-orbit v

given by Sublemma II. Considered as a plan Jordan curve, v contains b&apos;

boundary circles of M in its interior and b&quot; in its exterior, with 6 6&apos;+
b&quot;

and b&apos;, b&quot; ^ 2. Therefore, cutting M along v, wo obtain 2 compact 2-mani-

folds of genus zéro, both with less boundary eurves than M, both «^-invariant
and none of them a cylinder. The induction hypothesis (on 6) provides a fixed

point. This concludes the case g 0.
We return now to the induction on the genus of M. Let g &gt; 0, suppose the
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assertion proved for manifolds of genus &lt; g and pick a curve v, provided by
Sublemma II. Cut M along g. We either obtain a manifold of lower genus and
same Euler characteristic as M or a pair of manifolds, both with lower genus
and non-zero Euler eharacteristics, adding up to that of M. In either case,
the theorem is proved.

APPENDIX

The affine group of the Une acts without fixed points on a dise

The affine group of the real Une is the set G of ail maps of the form
x-+ ax -\- b, a &gt; 0, of i? onto itself, with the group structure given by
composition of maps. Abstractly, G is the set of aU pairs (a, b) of real numbers,
such that a&gt; 0, and the opération in G is defined by (a, 6)* (c, d)

(ac, ad + b). G has a natural topology, which makes it homeomorphic
with the open right half plane, so it is a simply-connected 2-dimensional Lie
group. Its Lie algebra has a basis {ex, e2} for which the only non-zero bracket
product is [ex, c2] ex. In order to obtain an action of G on a compact
manifold M, it suffices then to give a pair of vector fields X, Y on M, such
that [X, 7] X.

In order to define such vector fields X, Y on the unit dise

we start with the fields A, B on the plane R2, which are given by A (x, y)

- (0, 1) and B(x,y) (x,y). Clearly [A, B] A. We shall then define
a diflfeomorphism h: R2-&gt; int D, of the plane onto the interior of D. This
yields two vector fields X h* (A) and Y h*(B) on intD. FinaUy, we
show that X and Y may be continuously extended to the boundary S1 dD,
in such a way that X 0 and Y is the unit vector tangent to S1. Then
[X, Y] X ail over D and nowhere X and Y vanish simultaneously. There-
fore, the action of G on D defined by X and Y has no fixed points.

The diffeomorphism h: R2-&gt; int D is given by the formula below, in which
we identify each (x, y)cR2 with the complex number z x -\- iy :

f:R-+R is a differentiable function such that f(t) 0 for t &lt; 1 and
f(t) log t for t ^ 2. The geometrical meaning of A is better shown by its
expression in polar coordinates :

h(Qe«&gt;) e(l + qT112 exp [i&lt;p + if(g)], h(0) - 0
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After computation, we arrive at the following expressions for X h* (A)
and Y h* (B) in the interior of the dise D :

7(z) z(l-\z\*) + iz9

We see then that X and Y may be extended to the closed dise D, in such a

way that X(w) 0 and Y(w) iw for every weS1. This is clear for Y.
As for X, just notice that if A(z) -&gt; w0 € S1, then 2 -&gt; 00 so, in the expression
of X, the first factor is bounded, whereas each summand in the second factor
tends to zéro.

As a corollary of the preceding construction, we obtain an action of G on the

sphère S2 without fixed points. Just glue two copies of D along the boundary
and let G act on each dise as before.
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